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Law of Attraction: The Science of Creating Wealth

by Nicole Matoushek MPH, PT

Adapted by Paul Quek

Original article from "articlecity" @
http://www.articlecity.com/articles/self_improvement_and_motivation/article_5880.shtml

[Notes included within 'square' brackets are added.]

So this title caught your attention? That means you want to learn more 
about creating wealth. The good news is, creating wealth is something 
anyone and everyone can do. Read this article; know that there is a science, a 
system to getting rich and creating wealth. By applying the Law of 
Attraction and other universal laws, you will get rich. Learn the science of 
getting rich, study it, practice it and then start to attract the riches that 
you so strongly desire. Hold on to your vision, your dreams and hold 
steadfast to your goals, and remember, often times, it is not the destination 
that makes us happy, it is the journey!

Law of Attraction

Understanding the Law of Attraction is most critical to your success and in 
obtaining prosperity and wealth. Simply put the Law of Attraction states 
that 

“I attract into my life whatever I give my energy, focus and 
attention to, whether unwanted or wanted or conscious or 
unconscious.” 

This means that you can have anything you choose, no matter how big it is. 
This means if we learn how to apply the Law of Attraction, we can learn how 
to achieve success, prosperity and wealth. We can receive greater levels of 
income, than we ever dreamed.
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The Law of Attraction works because we all have one Infinite Power; 

• a God [the "I AM THAT I AM" of the Abrahamic religions, perhaps? - aka 
Jehovah Jireh; Yahweh; El Shaddai; Adonai; Elohim-->Elahim-->Alahim-->
Allah?], 

• Higher Power or 
• Universe, and 

that we all guide ourselves by laws [including God's Laws?]; 

• natural laws of the Universe [Nature, or the whole of 
creation/existence/universe, attests to God and we cannot claim ignorance or 
have any excuse for our ignorance, as the Apostle Paul wrote almost 2000 years 
ago: "20For since the creation of the world, God's invisible qualities - his eternal 
power and divine nature - have been clearly seen, being understood from what 
has been made, so that men are without excuse." - Romans 1:20 NIV], 

such as the 

• law of gravity, 
• cause and effect, 
• polarity, 
• action and reaction, and the 
• Law of Attraction. 

The Law of Attraction can best be described as a magnetic force, 

• that like thoughts attract like experiences [actually, in magnetism, 
unlike magnetic poles - such as "north" and "south" poles - attract, while like
poles repel]. 

• That these laws of nature are so precise, 

• that when man thinks about things, he or she can accomplish 
miracles [8Jesus answered: "... 12I tell you the truth, anyone who has faith in 
me will do what I have been doing. He will do even greater things than these, 
because I am going to the Father. 13And I will do whatever you ask in my name, 
so that the Son may bring glory to the Father. 14You may ask me for anything in 
my name, and I will do it." - John 14:8,12-14 NIV]. 
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The Law of Attraction says that everything in your life is attracted to you 
by your thoughts. The Universe [GOD?] takes these thoughts as instructions 
[prayers?], and manifests what you think about and focus on, into your life’s 
experience. What kind of instructions [prayers?] have you given the 
Universe [GOD?] so far? [More humbly, what prayers - specifically, requests for 
blessings - have you asked of GOD lately? Matthew 7:7-8 NIV recorded Jesus saying, 
7"Ask and it will be given to you; seek and you will find; knock and the door will be opened to 
you. 8For everyone who asks receives; he who seeks finds; and to him who knocks, the door 
will be opened." Note: This is the A.S.K. principle! Neat, right?]

Think about this for a moment, if you think and focus about how poor and 
financially strained you are, you will become poorer and more in debt. The 
more you think and focus on your current situation, wanted or unwanted, the 
more tolerable or intolerable your situation will become. If you worry and 
are angry about your lack of money, wealth or prosperity, you are practically 
guaranteeing yourself an experience of lack of wealth, money and prosperity. 
If you are constantly jealous and bitter towards others, as they have wealth 
and you do not, you are going to attract more jealousy and bitterness into 
your experience. What you resist persists and what you fear perseveres.

Our Thoughts have Frequencies

Our thoughts have frequencies, so when you think about or imagine what you 
want, such as great wealth, success and prosperity, your thoughts go out to 
the Universe or Higher Power [GOD?] and the Universe or Higher Power
[GOD?] brings it to you. So if you see yourself living the life of the rich, in a 
fabulous house, with an expensive car, glamorous clothing and fine arts, you 
will attract this into your experience. So whether you are thinking about 
your past experiences, your present situation or your future, and whether 
you are remembering, observing or imagining, the Universe or Higher Power
[GOD?] is listening and responding by bringing that thought and those things 
right back to you. I recommend you start to think rich!
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Attracting Thoughts and Things by Using your Mind

Your mind is a sender and receiver of information far beyond the five 
senses. You can attract thoughts and things into your life, just by using your 
mind. Think about driving on some remote country road. You try scanning
your radio to find a new radio station for some good traveling music. Until 
you tune into a station, you will not hear the music. But that does not mean 
that it is not already out there, nor that other people are not already 
listening to it. The same principle applies to whatever you are attracting into 
your life. What you are experiencing is dependent upon what frequencies
your thoughts are emitting their information on. When you send it out 
thoughts or information, a message to the Universe or Higher Power
[GOD?], by the power and vibrations of your mind and of your thoughts, you 
will attract it back to you, into your experience. It is quite a complex theory 
the first time you hear and consider it. But as you think about it and look 
around into your world, you will see that indeed this is true. It is a universal 
law.

Chronic Ways of Thought

If one has a prolonged negative chronic way of thinking about their lack of 
wealth and prosperity, their debt, according to the Law of Attraction, 
these thoughts will manifest into existence. Their experience will be that of 
more debt and lack of money. If one is thinking of how great their financial 
success and wealth is, they will have more wealth. If one can accept and 
practice this concept, one can transform their life.

The key concept to take away is that we are all the architects of our life, 
good or bad.

• All of our problems are created by us and us alone, not by your 
parents, partner, boss, friends, accident, upbringing or family 
[perhaps, Lucifer - aka Satan and Devil - plays a major part, no? Hey! There is a 
Spiritual War going on - ignore that War at your own peril, eternally!].
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• All of our successes were created by us and us alone, not by luck or 
chance. We have created them, each and every one. This may be 
really difficult to accept if this is the first time you are hearing 
this concept. But once you do, your life can transform into a whole 
new world, with unlimited possibilities and success, good fortune 
and prosperity. [While "All good things come from GOD" is not exactly in the 
Bible, James 1:17 NIV does say "17Every good and perfect gift is from above, 
coming down from the Father of the heavenly lights, who does not change like 
shifting shadows."]

So change those thoughts about lack of money into thoughts of an 
abundance of money. Learn the techniques of visualization, goal setting, 
using a systematic approach to creating wealth and you will have it. The Law 
of Attraction is as predictable as the sun setting and rising. Seek 
information to master these skills, visit www.acquiredhope.com and 
www.inspirednhopeful.theSGRprogram.com for free information and 
programs to help you succeed, quickly!

We have the power to attract more good things, more good fortune into 
our experience. [Matthew 6:31-34a NIV has Jesus preaching to a crowd: "31So do not 
worry, saying, 'What shall we eat?' or 'What shall we drink?' or 'What shall we wear?' 
32For the pagans run after all these things, and your heavenly Father knows that you need 
them. 33But seek first his kingdom and his righteousness, and all these things will be given 
to you as well. 34Therefore do not worry about tomorrow ..."] One just needs to learn 
how to apply the Law of Attraction [faith] and remain focused on what he 
or she really wants. Consistent thought and affirmations [faith] will shift 
your mind and your energy and allow greater wealth to come into your 
experience. Most times, this is a learned skill, it requires study, practice and 
dedication to aspire and experience more. But anyone can learn it and master 
it. Start today, create your new visions and images of great fortunes and 
abundance in wealth [faith], learn a system of creating wealth [faith], 
learn by the masters [faith], the teachers of The Secret: wealth 
generation is a predictable thing; learn the science to getting rich and by law 
[faith] you will receive it.
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[

• John 14:13-14 NIV
13 And I will do whatever you ask in my name, 
    so that the Son may bring glory to the Father.
14 You may ask me for anything in my name, and 
    I will do it.

• Matthew 7:7-8 NIV (A.S.K. principle)
7 Ask and it will be given to you; 
   seek and you will find; 
   knock and the door will be opened to you. 
8 For everyone who asks receives;
   he who seeks finds; and 
   to him who knocks, the door will be opened.

• Matthew 6:33-34a NIV
33 But seek first his kingdom and his righteousness, and 
    all these things will be given to you as well.
34 Therefore do not worry about tomorrow ...

• James 1:17 NIV
17 Every good and perfect gift is from above, coming down from the 
Father of the heavenly lights ...

]
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